The first disk part 1 (basic) starts with easy manoeuvres and disk 2 (advanced) takes
you to the next level. The real time video and voice over commentary of each manoeuvre backed up with insert
footage from RealFlight RC simulator, showing the stick inputs, but only in mode 2.The professionally shot footage
is clear and nice and close where needed, so you can see what’s happening to the plane in each manoeuvre.
Even though I fly mode one, as I worked my way from the introduction and through the seven manoeuvres on
the first disk, I impressed by the way P.A. have arranged each manoeuvre that builds into the basis or part of the
next manoeuvre; sort of like a learn to walk before you run sequence. The commentary about stick inputs, importance of throttle control and what effect centre of gravity changes will have on the airframe and how they effect
the manoeuvre is insightful. Disk 2 starts with learning how to do a flat spin, and although I have been doing this
manoeuvre for years, l still picked up some great helpful tips. As I worked my way through the second disk I was
amazed at how much information I picked
along the way to the end of the disk, where
you’re shown how to string together what
you’ve learnt into a show stopper flying sequence. Also at the end of disk 2 is some extra flying video of the P.A. aircraft doing what
they do best, awesome 3D manoeuvres.
The team from Precision Aerobatics
have done a very professional and informative production over the 2 DVDs, and
whether you’re a novice or a budding gun
pilot, this DVD set will have something in
it that will save you time as you learn and
sharpen up how you fly now. I have been flying for over 30 years and I love to cut up the
sky, and while reviewing this DVD set from
Precision Aerobatics, I was amazed at how
much information I was able to pick up and I
can’t wait to try out what I have learnt. Many
thanks the Precision Aerobatics team, really
well done guys. DVD is available from
precisionaerobatics.com

